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The possibility of an effective gain of the self-similar frequency-modulated (FM) wave packets is studied in the length-
inhomogeneous active fibers. The dynamics of parabolic pulses with the constant chirp has been considered. The optimal profile
for the change of the group-velocity dispersion corresponding to the optimal similariton pulse amplification has been obtained. It
is shown that the use of FM pulses in the active (gain) and length-inhomogeneous optical fibers with the normal group-velocity
dispersion can provide subpicosecond optical pulse amplification up to the energies higher than 1 nJ.

1. Intoduction

Generation of stable self-similar FM optical pulses, referred
to as similaritons, in an active (gain) medium with the
normal group-velocity dispersion (GVD) opens up extensive
advantages over the classical ways of an optical pulse
amplification [1–16]. In the case of the optical pulse
amplification in an anomalously dispersive medium, it is
difficult to avoid various instabilities as well as Raman laser
effect that could considerably distort the wave packet profile.
However, in the normal GVD medium, there also arise
some definite problems. Some known methods of the pulse
amplification in homogeneous optical fibers are sensitive to
the stochastic diameter variation of the mentioned fibers
[17–19]. Therefore, the use of “long” amplifiers (the length
>100 m) with a low gain increment γ > 1 M−1 proves
inefficient.

To overcome this problem, it is reasonable to use the
compact inhomogeneous amplifiers with the normal GVD
increasing over the length and gain increment of the fiber
material γ � 1 M−1. In this case, the following parameters
can be efficiently controlled over the optical fiber length
(due to a relatively short amplifier length): the fiber core
diameter, dispersion, and nonlinearity. The present work

analyses the dynamics of the parabolic FM wave packet
in the length-inhomogeneous amplifier and describes the
conditions for their stable (self-similar) propagation in a
form of the similariton wave packet.

2. Basic Equations

We will consider the optical pulse dynamics in the inhomo-
geneous amplifying medium. In this case, the field of the
wave packet which evolves in an optical fiber can be expressed
as

�E(t, r, z) = 1
2
�eU(r, z)

×
{
A(t, z) exp

[
i
(
ω0t −

∫ z

0
β′(ξ)dξ

)]
+ C.C.

}
,

(1)

where �e is the unit vector of the light field polarization;
U(r, z) function describes the radial field propagation in an
optical fiber; ω0 represents the carrier frequency of a wave
packet; β′(z) is the real component of the propagation con-
stant. The nonlinear Schrödinger equation with coefficients
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inhomogeneous over the optical fiber length is valid for the
time pulse envelope A(t, z)

∂A

∂z
− i

D(z)
2

∂2A

∂τ2
+ iR(z)|A|2A = g(z)A, (2)

where the following parameters are introduced: τ = t −∫ z
0 dξ/u(ξ) is the time of the traveling coordinate system;
u(z) = (∂β(z)/∂ω)−1

0 and D(z) = (∂2β(z)/∂ω2)0 are the
group velocity and the fiber GVD; R(z) is Kerr nonlinearity
coefficient. The dependence of the fiber parameters on the
longitudinal coordinate z is associated, first of all, with their
dependence on the effective mode area Sm(z). Thus, the
parameter of the mode amplification is related not only to
the material gain γ(z) but also to the mode area as well in the
following correlation:

g(z) = γ(z)− 1
2Sm(z)

dSm(z)
dz

, (3)

where,

Sm(z) = 2π
∫∞

0
|Um(r, z)|2r dr (4)

is the mode area. Let us assume the dispersion and nonlin-
earity parameters to be the functions of z coordinate which
are defined as D(z) = D0d(z) and R(z) = R0r(z), where
D0,R0 are the values of these parameters at the fiber input.
Introduction of a new variable ξ(z) = ∫ z

0 d(z′)dz′ and the
pulse envelope C(τ, z) = √

r(z)/d(z)A(τ, z) to (2) yields the
equation with the constant dispersion and nonlinearity but
length-inhomogeneous gain

∂C

∂ξ
− i

D0

2
∂2C

∂τ2
+ iR0|C|2C = gef(ξ)C. (5)

The effective and inhomogeneous (with the respect to a new
coordinate ξ) gain increment is defined as

gef(ξ) = γ(ξ)
d(ξ)

− 1
2
∂

∂ξ
ln

Sm(ξ)
Sm(0)

d(ξ)
r(ξ)

. (6)

Having performed all substitutions, the problem to de-
scribe the nonlinear pulse propagation in the optical fiber
with such parameters inhomogeneous over the length as
GVD, nonlinearity, gain and effective mode area is reduced
to the description of the optical pulse propagation in the
fiber with the homogeneous dispersion D0 and nonlinearity
R0 and inhomogeneous effective gain gef, which strongly
depends on the mode profile Sm(z).

3. Conditions of Similariton Existence in
the Amplifying Fiber

As known, the singularity of a similariton pulse propagation
consists of the fact that the pulse envelope, irrespective of
its original profile, asymptotically approaches to a parabolic
shape scaled along the pulse coordinate [4–9]. In this case,
the pulse can be expressed as:

A(τ, z) = A(z)Gpar(z, τ) exp
[
i
(
ϕ(z) + α(z)τ2)], (7)

where φ(z) is the pulse phase; α(z) is the FM rate (chirp)
which is constant for a similariton. Here, function Gpar(τ, z)
assigns the profile of the parabolic pulse envelope and is
determined by

Gpar =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

√
1− τ2

τ2
s (z)

, τ ≤ τs(z),

0, τ > τs(z),
(8)

where τs(z) is the pulse duration.
It is known that the condition under which (5) has

an exact solution in a form of FM parabolic pulse can be
expressed as [6–9]

gef − 3α0D0 = 0. (9)

In the case of an active optical fiber, the condition for pro-
ducing a stable similariton, that is, condition (7), can be giv-
en as

γ0 − 3α0D0 = 0. (10)

It is noteworthy that the available sources of picosecond
pulses used to generate similariton FM pulses, as a rule, can
produce (after passing through the complementary disper-
sive components) chirp of some 1023-1024 c−2. Moreover, the
GVD values of the amplifying fibers being used do not exceed
3·10−26 c2/M (in practice, for instance, the GVD of Er3+-
doped fibers, in rare cases, exceed this value [6–8, 19, 20]).
As a consequence, the gain increment of the homogeneous
fiber which is responsible for the FM similariton production
must be appreciably lower than 0.1 m−1 (a more precise
analyses yields γ value not more than 0.01 m−1). In this
case, to increase the pulse energy more than by an order of
magnitude is required that the fiber length exceed 10 meters
(and even 100 meters). As it follows from the experiments
on Er-, Yb-, and Bi-doped fibers [7, 8], as well as from
the numerical simulation [18, 19], self-similar FM pulses
are very sensitive to the fluctuation of the gain increment
and variation of the fiber amplifier diameter. By virtue of
this fact, it proves difficult to use long (longer than 100
meters) active fibers to reach considerable (more than by
an order of magnitude) pulse energy increase. The way out
could be a short fiber (<10 meters) with a high gain (γ >
1 M−1) and GVD sharply increasing over its length. Further,
the possibility of an efficient “rapid” parabolic FM pulse
amplification will be studied in the length-inhomogeneous
fiber with W-profile of the refractive index distribution over
the fiber cross-section. Taking into account expression (6),
condition (9) acquires the following form for the effective
gain increment:

6α0D(z) = 2γ(z)− 1
Sm

∂Sm
∂z

+
1
R

∂R

∂z
− 1

D

∂D

∂z
. (11)

Here, the nonlinearity-dependent term can be rewritten as

1
R

∂R

∂z
= 1

n2

∂n2

∂z
− 1

Sef

∂Sef

∂z
, (12)
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where n2 is the cubic nonlinearity parameter, and effective
mode area is introduced as

Sef(z) =
2π
(∫∞

0 |Um(r, z)|2r dr
)2

∫∞
0 |Um(r, z)|4r dr . (13)

Using the derived relations, we will arrive to the following
equation describing the GVD profile over the fiber length:

∂D

∂z
− f (z)D(z) + 6α0D

2(z) = 0, (14)

where the function f (z) = 2γ(z) − (1/Sm)(∂Sm/∂z) +
(1/R)(∂R/∂z) is introduced.

Solution of (14) allows to obtain a required profile of
the GVD variation which provides a self-similar propagating
regime of the parabolic FM pulses. This equation represents
a well-known Bernoulli equation, and its solution can be
written in the following way:

D(z) = D0F(z)

×
exp

[
2
∫ z

0 γ(z′)dz′
]

1 + 6α0D0
∫ z

0 F(z′) exp
[

2
∫ z′

0 γ(z′′)dz′′
]
dz′

,
(15)

where D0 is the input GVD, and the following notion is
introduced:

F(z) = Sef(0)
Sef(z)

Sm0

Sm(z)
n2(z)
n20

. (16)

If the material gain is kept constant over the whole fiber
length and relation F(z) ≈ 1 is fulfilled (that is, valid, with
a high precision, for most practically important cases, and,
first of all, for W-profile fibers [18–20]), the required GVD
profile will have the following view:

D(z) = γD0e2γz

γ + 3α0D0(e2γz − 1)
. (17)

Taking into account (17), the efficient amplification
of frequency-modulated pulses could be carried out when
γ/3α0 > D(0) and the normal dispersion is increasing along
the active fiber length. If γ/3α0 < D(0), then the dispersion
should decrease along the length, and if γ/3α0 ≈ D(0), the
dispersion should be constant along amplifier length. It could
be noted that the first case is fast scenario (the amplifier
length is less than 10 m) and the second is slow.

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the relative dispersion func-
tion along the amplifier length to reach optimal similariton
amplification. The grow of similariton pulse energy is
possible if the GVD is increasing essentially. The relation
between the final and initial similariton energy is close to the
D(z)/D(0).

For a passive fiber with the negligibly low optical loss (i.e.,
fiber with γ → 0), the GVD satisfying the condition for the
similariton existence in W-profile fiber will have a hyperbolic
shape (qto polnost�� sootvetstvyet rezyl�tatam
polyqennym v rabotah [11, 13])

D(z) = D0

1 + 6α0D0z
. (18)
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Figure 1: The GVD profiles providing self-similar propagation of
FM parabolic pulses in the optical fiber with the following fixed
parameters: τ0 = 10−12 s, D0 = 2·10−27 s2/m and fitting parameters:
α0 = 1024 s−2, γ = (0.5; 1.0; 1.5) m−1 (a) and γ = 1 m−1, α0 =
(1023, 1024, 1025) s−2 (b). One can see that exponential character of
GVD at γ ≈ 1 m−1 is kept for the fibers shorter than 2 m.

Besides, in the general case, the following relation can be
written for the similariton pulse duration [9]:

τs(z) = τ0 exp
(

2α0

∫ z

0
D(z′)dz′

)
, (19)

taking into account relation (15), we can express it as

τs(z)= τ0

[
1 + 6α0D0

∫ z

0
F(z′) exp

(
2
∫ z′

0
γ(z′′)dz′′

)
dz′
]1/3

.

(20)

If F(z) = 1 and γ = 0, we obtain the following known rela-
tion for the pulse duration [3, 4]:

τs(z) = τ0[1 + 6α0D0z]1/3. (21)

In the general case, the formation energy for the parabolic
similariton can be defined as follows [9]:

Ws = 8cD(0)α2
0τ

3
0

3ω0n2(0)
Sef(0). (22)

Equations (22) and (11) describe the condition under
which the stable self-similar pulses similaritons are gen-
erated. The energy change of the wave packet during its
propagation through the fiber is defined

Ws(z) =W(0) exp
(

2
∫ z

0
γ(z′)dz′

)
. (23)
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Figure 2: The normalized duration of similariton pulse versus
output gain with the following fixed parameters: τ0 = 10−12 s,
D0 = 2 · 10−27 s2/m and fitting parameters: α0 = 1024 s−2, γ =
(0.5; 1.0; 1.5) m−1 (a) and γ = 1 m−1, α0 = (1023, 1024, 1025) s−2 (b).
One can see the pulse duration increase with the increasing output
gain and fiber length.

The similariton pulse width as a function of active fiber
length is shown on Figures 2(a) and 2(b) for different
values of γ and frequency modulation. For indicated fiber
lengths and essential similariton energy increase, there is
only a weak width change. As a result, there is a tiny
spectrum modification if the chirp parameter is constant.
Definitely, this condition is important for stable similariton
amplification.

The stability of gef(ξ) should be taken into account
in relation to external perturbations. It has been shown
earlier [15] that the frequency-modulated parabolic pulses
are stable to gef(ξ) variations. One could believe that the
dispersion parameter would be stable too (in accordance
with (6)). It is essential for efficient amplification. In
addition, the influence of high-order dispersion effects is
small for proposed technique of frequency-modulated pulses
amplification. Indeed, if the fiber amplifier does not exceed
10 m, the significance of the 3 rd order dispersion would be
not essential. For instance, in the case of picosecond pulse
with initial chirp of α0 < 1024 c−2 the characteristic length
L(3) � 103 M.

4. Compression of FM Pulses

As follows from the performed analysis, the regime of the
parabolic pulse amplification in a medium with normal
dispersion is accompanied by the increase of its duration

while preserving the chirp. A further increase in the peak
power of the pulse due to its temporal compression should
be performed in a passive dispersive medium providing a
minimal nonlinear effects (it is required to avoid, as far as
possible, the corresponding noises and aberration as well
as the development of different kinds of instabilities [9,
10]). This procedure can be performed already outside the
amplifying fiber: either in a passive anomalous dispersion
fiber with a low nonlinearity (hollow fibers can be used for
this purpose), or on a couple of diffraction gratings acting as
an effective dispersion element. At present, this technology
for producing high-energy laser pulses is the most developed
[21–23]. The technology providing compression in an all-
fiber regime is supposed to be the method of using hollow
crystal fibers with a low cubic nonlinearity [24, 25].

The duration of a bandwidth-limited pulse with the pa-
rameters τs(L) and α0 at the compressor input (after
propagating through the fiber amplifier of the length L) after
passing through the compressor is as follows [9, 23]:

τcom = τs(L)√
1 +

(
α0τ2

s (L)
)2
. (24)

When the inequality α0τ2
s (L) � 1 is fulfilled, we have τcom ∼

1/α0τs(L). The peak power of the compressed bandwidth-
limited pulse can be determined by

Pmax
∼= P0α0τ0τs(L) exp

(
2
∫ L

0
γ(z)dz

)
. (25)

It follows from the obtained relations that the more we
“stretch” the pulse with a constant nonzero chirp in time,
the more compressed the pulse will be and the higher the
peak power can be obtained after pulse propagation through
the compressor. Thus, if the input chirp is α0 = 1024 s−2,
the original pulse duration is τ0 = 10−12 s, the amplifier
length is L = 1 M, and the gain increment is γ = 2 M−1, the
peak power can be increased in 100 times after chirp vanish
(here, according to (20), we accept that after propagating
through the amplifying fiber the pulse duration becomes
twice as high). The offered scheme of pulse amplification and
subsequent FM pulse compression is actively used nowadays
in solid-state laser systems for generating high-power pulses.

The offered scheme of pulse amplification and subse-
quent FM pulse compression is actively used nowadays in
solid-state laser systems for generating high-power pulses.

It seems that this technique based on similariton amplifi-
cation and grating compressor would allow to move forward
to generation of a few cycles pulses. Taking into consideration
that the similariton energy may be at the level of 10 nJ
and above, the output peak power could be at megawatt
level. Definitely, this technique may be especially fruitful
in 1550 nm spectral region (Er-doped fiber as amplifier)
[24, 25]. Provided that increment gain γ > 0.5 m, the
amplifier length should be enough small (e.g., 5 m) to
amplify the input ps similariton more than in order. It
seems the novel waveguide structure like a Bragg fiber would
be useful to improve the parameters of such a all-fiber
similariton amplifier. For instance, if the waveguide structure
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allows to control the GVD by 2 orders, it will result to the
corresponding energy increase of FM wave packet.

At present, there is a practical way to design and produce
single mode fibers with chromatic dispersion varying along
the length in accordance with some prearranged low [17].
This method performs a precise control of the fiber core
diameter during the drawing. This technology became
possible owing to digital signal processing used for the
control of the drawing process. At present, fibers with
various dispersion functions can be produced, for example,
dispersion decreasing or dispersion increasing. The length
of fiber with varying dispersion may be in the range from
several meters to several kilometers. The dispersion deviation
from the prearranged value is less than 0.1 ps/nm/km. To
design the fiber with varying dispersion, the preform with
dispersion shifted waveguide structure could be used. One
can obtain the relation between the chromatic dispersion and
outer fiber diameter solving the scalar wave equation for the
preform profile and fixed drawing coefficient. The approach
to produce fibers with chromatic dispersion varying along
the length in accordance with a prearranged law became
possible owing to digital signal processing used for the
control of the drawing process. A real-time software designed
enabled measuring and remembering the process parameters
during the drawing and closing a feedback loop. The software
and hardware tools enabled us to control the fiber diameter
during drawing. After that, the current diameter is compared
with the prearranged value, and then, a control parameter
(the drawing speed) was calculated in accordance with the
algorithm used. Working in such a manner, the feedback
system could control well of the fiber diameter. Reliable
operation of the digital control system in a wide drawing
speed range has allowed to fabricate single mode fibers with
chromatic dispersion varying along length. The necessary
length dependence of the fiber diameter was written in
the memory of the control computer. During the drawing,
the current fiber length is registered along with the other
parameters, the current diameter was compared with the
prearranged value for the given length, and the necessary
change of the drawing speed is worked out by the control
algorithm to produce the desirable diameter.

5. Conclusion

Thus, in the present paper, we have obtained the conditions
for appearance of stable parabolic pulses in the optical fibers
with W-profile of radial propagation of the refractive index in
the normal group velocity dispersion region. The relation for
the GVD profile describing an optimally fast FM parabolic
pulse amplification was offered. It was shown that the use
of length-inhomogeneous FM similaritons (resistant to the
wave instability) with the slightly increasing normal group-
velocity dispersion allows to produce fiber laser systems with
a high peak power P > 1MW.
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